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British Standard

Electric surface heating

O. Introduction
Electric surface heating (ESH) systems are designed to
match the requirements of the process and plant. The ESH
system comprises a number of compoMnts that are
Integrated on site and it is therefore necessary to ensure
that the plant parameters used in the design are still valid
when the ESH system Is Installed and that the components
are installed correctly. Appropriate testing and maintenance
are also essential to ensure satisfactory perfor:"1anceand
safety.

1. Scope
This code of practice makes recommendations on
Installation procedures for ESHsystems. It also covers the
related topics of repair methods and inspecticc,
maintenance and testing. Recommendations are made
additionally on wiring systems and the installation of
thermal insulation.
It does not cover devices that operate by induction heating,
immersion heating, skin·effect heating or direct pipeline
heating. nor those Intended for stress relieving.
Recommendations are given for use both in non-hazardous
areas and in those hazardous areas (other than marine
applications, mining applications or explosivesprocessing
and manufacture) classified as Zone 1 or ZOM 2 in
accordance with BS 6346. The scope of this code does not
Include areas classified as Zone 0 nor the heating of parts
of vessels. etc. when they may havean interna' Zone 0
classification.
NOTE. The titles of the publications referred to In tlis code are
listed on the Inside back cover.

2. Definitions
For the purposes of this Part of BS6361. the definitions
given in BS 6351 : Part 1 apply.

3. Preparatory work
3.1 Personnel. All persons involvedin the installation.
testing and maintenance of electric surface heating systems
should be suitably trained In any special techniques
required. as well as In general electricalwork. All work
should be monitored by trained supervisors.
3.2 Pre-installation checks. Beforestarting installation
work, the check list given In table 1 should be used to
determine whether the design matches the Installation
conditions.
It Is essential that the work follow the design scheme,
but no Item listed should be allowedto pass unchecked.
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3.3 Surfaca preparation. The su--'ace~owhich the ESH
device is to be fitted should be h€ f-orn rust, grease, oil,
etc. and any sharp protrusions such 8$ weld spatter, cement
splashes, etc. should be removed. AH s:Jcfacesshould be
smooth and clean as far as is possioie.Care should be taken
to ensure that any coating or finish applied to the
workpiece is suitable for the dut,',

4. Installation of ESH devices
4.1 Recommendations for all typo;so~ESHsystem
4.1.1 Genersl. The aspects of installationprocedure
described in 4.1.2 to 4.1.11 are CCf1monto all types of
ESH system and should be obser-,edL;r!essotherwise
specified by the designer. Recom~endations for individual
types of ESH device are given in4.2 to 4.6.
4.1.2 Appropriateness of device. The details given on the
label attached to the ESHdevice should be checked for
compliance with the system documentation.
4.1.3 Tenninations
4.1.3.1 General. It is essential1hat all types of surface
heating equipment are terminated correctly. Manufacturer's
specific instructions should be followedtogether with the
general procedures described in 4.1.3.2 to 4.1.3.7.
4.1.3.2 Cold leads. Cold leads shOlJldbe fitted or modified
on site only in strict accordance with me manufacturer's
recommendations. Any such wen carried out on ESH
devices used in hazardous areas w;1I invalidate the
certificate unless carried out strictly in accordance with
specific instructions incorporated in the certificate
schedule: the manufacturer of the ESHdevice should be
consulted.
Where cold leads have been jointed to metal-sheathed
heating cables by means of sold-'ng or braZing, neither the
heating cables nor the cold lead should be bent within
150 mm of the joint. Each cable shoud be fixed at a
distance of 150 mm from the joi:lt to prevent this.
NOTE. In some instances It Is not des'rable to have a cold lead
anchored to the heated surface because of &.e risk of exceeding the
maximum recommended temperaturt 'or the cold lead.

After site-fitting of cold leads, checksshould be made to
ensure that the joints have not affected continuity or
insulation resistance, that joints are waterproof
(where applicable) and that the earth connection across the
joint is valid. Joints between cold leadsand heating
conductors should always be firmly anchored to the heated
surface such that the hot cable cannot leave the surface to
be heated. Cold leads should alwaysemerge from the



Items to w checked Remarks

1. Is t"lf :ipework fullY erected and tested and all Any welding O' :ressure testing after the installation of
temperer. supports removed? an ESH device ::::Llddamage the device

2. Is th: surface to which the ESH device is to be If the surface 5 :~::JOlished stainless stee, \Iery thin-walled
applied lIIOfTT1alsteel? pipe or plastic :f any kind, then special precautions may

be necessary

3. Do ~e items to be neated correspond in size, It Is sometime! :;fficult to be sure that the correct pipe
length, :csition, etc. with the design? is being heatet"- :5 1710could be of ass stance,

as could any c:-er line numbering systa"

4. Has 1- :nner cladding been specified to be This may be L::CC to provide an earth pa:'" 81d/or to aid
installeo oefore the application of the ESH de .•,ce? heat distribut,:11

6. Has If1 inner cladding been specified to be This may be L,:Ja: to prevent lagging fron surrounding
Install. after the application of the ESH device? the ESH deva and so increasing its temperature

6. Car ::,ow of product under normal or abnor-nal This would r;:.-aiiy be covered In the cesign stage;
condltitlns reach temperatures greater than those however, furtner discussion with staff at the plant may
that th :SH device ceo;withstand? show that inc:r-;c, or out-of-date infor"'ation has

been used

7. Ar«:-e ESH systeM designer's working dr"""ings No change sho_ c be contemplated witt- out reference to
or des1i'""sand the manufacturer's installation the ESH syste- :asigner, as careful cal: ••lations are
instruc;:,:f1S available? necessary to e-st;re safe operation

8. Can ~ipe or surface expand and contract so as to In this case p,-:eautions are necessary to avoid damage
cause snss on any part of the heating Installation?

9. Car sensors of tem;>erature controllers be An adjacent h:atir,g circuit could affect the sensor
affect&: by outside influences?

10. Is -;-e ESH device to be spiralled or snaked on to
the pipMork, according to the design?

11. A~ cold leads suitable for contact with th e If the cold 19C': 's to be buried under the lagging,
heatec IlJrface? It has to be at e to withstand the temperature

12. Is ~cework hung from a pipe rack? In this caSe st:o:cialprecautions are reqL:red to ensure the
weatherproofr.g of the lagging at points of suspension

13. Dces pipework have Its full complement of The addition ~ intermediate supports at a later stage
suppor.s? could damage the heating system

14. Are sample IInesibleed lines, etc. on plant but These could ccstruct or prevent the fitting of the ESH
not on drawings? device and r~nce to the ESH system designer may

be necessary

16. An other parameters used In the design of the
equlp:-ent as specified by the design documentation?

16. Art the ESH devices, controllers, junction boxes,
switch5. cable, cable glands, etc" suitable for the
hazaro:us area classification (if ar.y) and the
envlro-r:'1ental conditons and are they protected as
neceSSlr'{ against corrosion and the Ingress of liquids
and prtlculate matter?
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thermal insu ,,:: - ",,;ere applied) in such a way that the
resultant hole In t,-.: iaggingcannot admit water or other
contaminants. Exc:ss lengths of cold leads may be
distributed under ':"e thennal insulation where construction
and the manufact1.""!f"S instructions permit.
A check should be -,ade to ensure that the cold leads can
accommodate any -ovement of plpework resulting from
expansion, cootra:::on or vibration.
4.1.3.3 Junction baxes. ESH devices should be connected
into junctio~ :;cxe, -aving a suitable degree or type of
protection. JI..1Ct::- boxes should be located as closely as
possible to the col:":ead exit point so that the length of
cold lead vulnerab'.: to mechanical damage will be a
minimum. To achif'l8 this, junction boxes, etc. can be
mounted on the wcrl<piece(see figure 1(a»). provided that
a thermal barrier :! ,~serted between junction box and
heated surface if indicated by the designer.
For outdoor 8;:>plic::ions,all junction boxes should be
water and dust resis<:antand be mounted as shown in
figure 1(b). Lidsshould not be left open during the period
of erection.
4.1.3.4 Cableentriesand glands. ESH devices should be
provided with sea'; :nd/or glands appropriate to the degree
or type of prc:ect :-. With threaded entries into the
junction bolt, giandsshould be fully screwed into the box
and compress'cn a:cHed to the cold leads or heating
cable/tape to prov',:e a complete seal. Unused entries
should be blarked :+f with suitable plugs.
If unthreaded antr,;s are used, the entry size should
provide Just sufficimt clearance for the threaded section of
the gland with the gland backnut tightened against a
compressible sealirJ;;washer to seal the gland to the
enclosure.
NOTE. Requirements ~or dealing with unused entries In hazardous
areas ara given In as 5501, BS 4683 and BS 5345.

4.1.3.5 Conchctorterminatlons. Cold leads should be
terminated in a sate and neat manner in the junction box
or associated equipment. Terminals should be of sufficient
size and rating to a:cept the conductors, which may be
solid or strandOOwns or foils. Care should be taken in
stripping back InsuRtlon to avoid damaging the conductors.
Compression-type c::nneetors or ferrules should be of the
correct size and of 1:1 approved type for the conductor
concerned. Compre;sion tools should be of the ratchet type
specific to the fittings used and be in good condition.
Cable ends "thatare :'1otfinally terminated immediately
after cutting shoulCbe sealed to prevent ingress of moisture
and should be protlcted from damage pending completion
of the termination.
4.1.3.6 Earthing. \IInerean earth lead is fitted to an ESH
device It should alwaysbe connected to an established
earth terminal. (See CP 1013.)
In the case of braided and metal-sheathed cables and tapes,
it may be necessaryto earth at more than one point.
Manufacturer's inst"Uctionsshould be observed. In a
hazardous area, rete-ence should be made to 22.6 of
BS 6345 : Part 1 : 1976.
4.1.3.7 Jolnting6oosplicing. Jointing and splicing may be
done on site only ir strict accordance with the
manufacturer's rec::mmendations. Any such work carried
out on ESH devicesused in hazardous areas will invalidate
the certificate unlesscarried out strictly in accordance with
specific instructions incorporatep In the certificate
schedule: the marufacturer of the ESH device should be
consulted.
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4.1.4 Electrical tes:.-;
4.1.4.1 General. Es,:.. devices should be testec before
instaation for cor.c~etor continuity, unit res stance and,
on units provided w;trI a metallic covering, ir1S7.Jlation
resisonce as described in 4.1.4.2 to 4.1.4.5.
4.1.4.2 Insulation resistance. The insulation ~istance
shou d be measured ~nder normal dry condi~::>,s and
before connection of the device to the associa'ted
wiri~ and control ecuipment by means of a d,c. voltage
wit~'- the ra~ge80 '/ to 500 V.
The irsulation resinnce should be not less t:-an
0.1 M.rHm.
4.1.4.3 Unit resistar.ce.The unit resistance 07 the device
should be within the declared tolerance except for ESH
dev:::.eswith self·lirr.:~ingcharacteristics.
NOTE. For self-limiting ESH deviceHhe resistance can vary
considerably without rffecting the operation of the ~ice.
A tol=nce, related to :'1e ambient temperature, for ~e circuit
rasiSWlCe of self-limiting ESH devices should be stated by the
daslgrw to anow e site material quality control chedc to ba made.

4.1.4.4 Repetition of testing procedures. Te;"':$should be
repeated after installation of the ESH devices and again
after the applicatior of thermal insulation inc."!.Jdingany
prot:ction a;Jplied t;, surface treatment or tr.: fixing of
cladding. If a metal surface is to be in contact with the
ESH devicesafter ins->callatlon,insulation resis-::nce tests
shou d be made as cescribed for units with a - etallic
covering.
4.1.4.5 Test report All test results obtained -.4.1.4.1,
4.1.4.2,4.1.4.3 and 4.1.4.4 should be recorded in the
system documentation for future reference.
4.1.5 Thermalcontact. Where an ESH device is designed to
be incontact with tre surface to be heated, j~ should be
installed to provide as intimate a contact as is reasonably
prac1icable,avoidingair gaps that may create hot spots and
avoidingencapsulation by thermal insulation. Where such
contact is not possible, the designer should specify
appropriate measures to provide a suitable helilt sink,
e.g. metal bridge pieces across obstructions or application
of thermally conducting materials.
4.1.6 Laying. ESH devicesshould not be folded, twisted or
allowed to cross, oveiap or touch, as this coo d create
hot spots.
NOTE. This precaution may not be necessary with oevices having
salf-lmitlng characteristics If it has been allowed by the design.

4.1.7 Fixing. ESH devicesshould be affixed to the
workpiece by a means approved by the manu7acturer such
that the possibility of damage Is minimized. Fixing
materials should be suitable for the temperatl.."'e and
environmental conditions.
4.1.8 Protection from leaks. Where ESH devices cross
possiblesources of Pquid leaks, for example f.anges,
they should be positioned to minimize contact with the
leakingmedium.
4.1.9 Modifications. ESH devices should not be modified
on site other than by agreement with the desic;,er.
4.1.10 Damageprevention. Precautions shouk! be taken
with all ESH devices to prevent damage prior to the
application of thermal insulation. The installe- should liaise
with the laggingcontractor (where applicable) to ensure
that 1hennal insulation is applied as soon as possible after
installation of the ESH devices. Where lagging :. not
proY1ded,the ESH devices should be protected to avoid the
possibility of mechanical damage and hazard to personnel.
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4.1.11 Lsbell/ng. Or. cO'T'lpletlon of the Installation,
all labels should be firmly fixed to the appropriate items of
apparatus and contain t"1e correct Information In
accordance with clause 11. Particular care Is necessary in
this respect In the case of site·fabrlcated ESH devices.
Labels should be fixed on the cold leads of devices at all
power supply points ard to both sides of any series
connection points.
All Junction boxes, controls, Isolators, etc. should be
clearly marked Indlcaf-g to which circuits they relate.
Where thermal Insulation Is to be applied by others,
warning labels should be given to the client/lagging
contractor for applicaton In prominent positions over the
thermal Insu latlon/cl adding. Any identification labels
required should also be handed into safe keeping with clear
Instructions for fixing.
4.2 Heating tapes and heating tape units
4.2.1 General. In addition to the general points in 4.1,
the points given In 4.2.2 to 4.2.9 should be observed when
installing heatIng tapes or heating tape units.
4.2.2 Spiral application
NOTE 1. Where tepes ere 'ntended for spiral application to the
plpework, the approxima:; pitChof the spiral willhave been
specifIed at the design stage.
NOTE 2. The relationship between spiral pitch and the ratio of
natt tepe langth to nett p ':>elength isgiven In appendix B of
BS 6361 : Part 2 : 1983.

Spiral pitch markings should be made on the pipework
before applying the tape In a uniform spiral, starting at the
power supply point and maintaining slight tension In the
tape as It Is applied. If at the end of the section to be
heated, excess or Insufficient tape exists, the spiral pitch
should be lengthened or shortened to retain a uniform
spiral whilst maintaining good contact between pipe and
tape and remainIng in general accordance with the design
documentation. In no circumstances should the spacing be
less than the minimum declared by the manufacturer.
4.2.3 Straight tracing. Where tapes are intended for
straight tracing on horizontal pipework, they should be
applied as shown in figures 2, 3 and 4. On vertical pipework
the tapes Should be spaced equally around the pipe.
NOTE. excess tape at the end of a section to be heated may be
re-apportloned in agreement with the designer by spirallingor
snaking.
4.2.4 Fixing. The heating tape should be fixed to the
plpework at Intervals not exceedIng 2000 mm for spiral
application and 300 mm for straight traced application.
Additional fixings should be applied at bends, flanges and
other obstructions to maintain contact with the workpiece.
4.2.6 Routing at fittings. Care should be taken at flanges,
valves and other fittings to ensure that the heating tape will
not be damaged by sharp edges and that the crossing point
Is located so as to avoid any leakage that may occur in
service (see figure 6).
NOTE. The usa of brldgi!".gpiecesmay have been specifiedat such
points.
4.2.8 Additional heat loss compensation at fittings.
Lengths of heating tape will have been ailowed for in the
design to compensate for additional heat losses at large
valves, filters, strainers, ete. These lengths should be applied
either In a spiral fashion over the fitting, following the
contours of the body to ensure good contact (figure 6(a)),
or by closely spiralling the appropriate length of heating
tape onto the plpework Immediately before and after the
fittIng (figure 6(b)).
NOTE. In either CBSethe direction of the helix may be reversed
,tter the fitting t.o fecll\:UIteIta removal. This may also be achiBVlld.~ 4
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:;, l?riesconnec:ions of :"e rset;ng tepe at either side:' C's 'C";
o' ~ythe provis:on of a separate heater (figure6Ic)).
4.2. 7 T·branches. The design should be followed w-:-
reroect to T·branches in the plpework.
r.:CTE.The designer may have indicated double tractng. i" t"'is
wouldnot produce an unbalenced haat Input, or a separa:<"ettng
taoe unit Isee figures 7(a) and 7Ib)).
4.2.8 Site-terminated devices. Where series resistE:"::s
heating tapes are designed for site termination, it st::uld be
ersured that installed tape lengths correspond to tl'o~design
le-;gths and consequently the designed electrical :c~:--;:.
'M'ere site·terminated parallel·circuit heating tapes ~~
employed, the total circuit lengths should not exre=-: :"1e
rranufacturer's recommendations.
4.2.9 Tape with preferred contact sIde. Where a heating
toce is constructed so that one particular side is d;;;ree
fOl'contact with the pipe, the heating tape should net be
re'iersed.
4.3 Heating cables and heating cable units
4.3.1 General. In addition to the general points In 4.1,
the points given in 4.3.2 to 4.3.8 should be observec 'Ntien
installing heating cables or heating cable units,
4.3.2 Spiral application
1\:JTE1. Where cables are intended for spiral appllcatio~:: :.-.e
pipework, the approximate pitch of the spiral will havebeen
hj'cated at the design stage.
t\OTE 2, The relationship be:ween spiralpitch and the r.: : :;
r-ettcable length to nett pipe length 15given in appendix Be;
6S6351 : Part 2 : 1983.

Spiral pitch markings should be made on the pipeworx
before applying the cable in a uniform spiral, starting at the
power supply point and maintaining slight tension ir1 the
cable as It Is applied. If at the end of the section te be
heated, excess or insufficient cable exists, the spira' pitch
should be lengthened or shortened to retain a uniform
spiral whilst maintaining good contact between pipe and
cable and remaining in general accordance with the design
documentation. In no circumstances should the spacing be
less than the minimum declared by the manufacturer.
4.3.3 Straight tracing. Where cables are intended fO"
straight tracing of horizontal plpework, they should be
applied as shown in figure 8. On vertical plpewori( the
cables should be spaced equally around the pipe,
,",'OTE.Excesscable at the er-d of a section to be heated I"'E¥ be
re.••pportioned, by agreement with the designer, by spiralli:-gor
_king.

4.3.4 FixIng. The heating cable should be fixed to the
plpework at intervals not exceeding 2000 mm for spiralled
application and 300 mm for straight traced application.
Additional fixings should be applied at bends, flanges and
other obstructions to maintain contact with the workpiece.
4.3.6 Routing at fittfng$. Care should be taken at flanges,
valves and other fittings to ensure that the heating cable
will not be damaged by sharp edges and that the crossing
point is located to avoid any leakage that may occur in
service (see figure 6).
NOTE.The use of bridging pieces may have been indicat!d..
The cable should not be bent to a smaller radius 6an that
recommended by the manufacturer.
4.3.~ Additional heat 10$$ compensation at fittings.
Lengths of heating cable will have been allowed fOl' in the
desIgn to compensate for addltlonarheat losses at large
valves, filters, strainers, ete. These lengths should be applied
either by snaking as in figure 9, or In a spiral fashion over
the fitting, following the contours of the body to ensure



gooe :ontact (see figure 6(a)). or by closely spirallin~:-:
apprcoriate length of heating cable onto the plpework
Immediately before and after the fitting (see figure 6(b').
NOTE. In either case the direction of the helix may be reversed
after:'le fitting to facllltatelts removal. This may also be ech ~
by Series connections of the heating cable at either side of th e
fitting or the provision of alaparate haatar (see figure 6(c».

4.3.7 T·brsnches. The design should be followed witt,
respect to T-branches In the plpework.
NOTE. The designer may have Indicated double tracing, If mit
woulc: 'lot produce an unbalanced heat input, or a separate hea: '0;
cable unit (SBe figures 7(a) and 7(bll.

4.3.8 Site·terminated devices. Where series resistance
heating cables are designed for site termination, it should t>=
ensured that Installed cable lengths correspond to the
design lengths and consequently the designed electrica:
loadings.Where site-terminated parallel-circuit heating
cables are employed, the total circuit lengths should not
exceed the manufacturer's recommendations.
4.4 flexible sun.ce heater units
4.4.1 General. In addition to the general points In4.1,
the points given In 4.4.2 to 4.4.4 should be observed when
Instatllngflexible surface heater units.
4.4.2 Thermal contact. Where the flexible surface heater
unit is designed for surface contact with the workpiece,
the means of fixing should provide the necessary contact
ov&rthe whole area of the unit.
4.4.3 Metal straps. Metal fixing bands or straps should net
be used other than for flexible surface heater units
comprising metal-sheathed cables within a flexible carrier.
In such cases, extreme care is required to ensure that metal
straps are not overtightened, tightening being only just
sufficient to maintain contact with the surface to be heated.
4.4..4 Partialheating. Where the surface heater unit is not
intended to cover the whole of the body to be heated,
its positioning should conform with the drawing provided
by the designer.
4.6 Rigid surface heater units
4.5.1 General. In addition to the general points in 4.1,
the points given In 4.6.2 to 4.6.6 should be observed when
Installingrigid surface heater units.
4.6.2 Surface contact. Where the rigid surface heat&runit
is designed for surface contact with the workpiece,
the means of fixing should provide the necessary contact
over the whole area to be heated.
4.6.3 Support Where means of support are requ Ired,
such means should be adequate to support the weight of
the surface heater and retain it in position without
transmitting vibration.
4.&.A Partial heating. Where a rigid surface heater unit is
not intended to cover the whole of the body to be heated,
positioning should conform with the drawing provided by
the designer.
4.5.5 Air gap. Where a metal-clad rigid surface heater unit
Isdesigned such that an air gap exists between the heat·
~itting surface and the surface of the body to be heated,
It should be ensured that as far as reasonably practicable
the air gap is constant at all points.

6. Control and monitoring
5.1 Recommendations for all types of ESH system
5.1.1 General. Minimum control requirements covering
overcurrent protection, residual current protection,
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isolation and temp;;~cture limitation set out in 3.3 of
8S 6351 : Part 2 : 1983 should be complied with, as shOo..:
any additional requirements for particular applications
indicated by the designer.
The general installation recommendations given in 5.1.2
and 5.1.3 should always be complied with. Further
recommendations for individual Items of equipment are
given in 5.2 and 6.3.
5.1.2 Contactorcurrent rtltlngs. It should always be
ensured that current ratings of switch contacts are not
exceeded, contactors of suitable rating being employed
where necessary. Inrush current may be higher than nor.:
operating current, particularly with self-limiting types c"
ESH device.
6.1.3 Environmental protection. Enclosures should be
weatherproof and/or dustproof as necessitated by the
environment In accordance with 88 5420 and 8S 5490,
and if in a hazardous area, should comply with the
requirements of as 5345.
6.2 Temperature limitation
NOTE. In order to lim:t the temperature of an ESH device to s sa'!
leval, limitation of the temparature of the surface to be heated is a
design pre-i:ondition. W•.·.ere the heating duty is such that a
stabilized design is r:)t :losslble, ESH temperature controllers w:
have been incorporated in tha design.

6.2.1 Surface temperature controllers
NOTE. Surface tempera-ure controllers are of two main types:

(e) capillary devices;
(b) sol id·state contrc: lers with thermocouple or resistance
bulb sensors.

6.2.1.1 In all cases it Is essential that the sensor Is
positioned in accordance with the designer's instructions.
NOTE. This will ensure that the sensor lenses appropriate
temperature conditions within the heating zone. For example,
whare flow and static conditions occur within one heating zone
the sensor will probably be sited at a point of no flow and aMY
from the end of the pipe or a heat sink such as a pipe support.-

6.2.1.2 The temperature sensor should be strapped in geed
thermal contact with the workpiece and protected so that
laggingmaterials cannot become trapped between it and :re
heated surface. Fixing materials indicated by the designer
should be used and it is essential that care be taken not to
distort the sensor, causing a calibration error.
5.2.1.3 Care should be taken to minimize the risk of
damage to capillary tubes or thermocouple cables.
Excess capillary tube may be run under the thermal
insulation unless the length of tube is more than 1 m,
in which case the volume of the capillary may be sufficient
to affect the calibration to an unacceptable degree.
5.2.1.4 Care should be taken to ensure that the caplllG~"
tube or thermocouple cable emerges from the thermal
insulation in a manner that will not allow the Ingressof
moisture.
5.2.1.5 The controller housing should be sited adjacent to
the sensor position on a suitable pipe- or wall·mounted
bracket The controller should be set to the required
temperature and re-calibrated if necessary. A functiona!
check should be made by rotating the adjustment spinde
untll the controller is seen to operate via a meter.
'Break on rise' devices will not operate at ambient
temperature if this is below the minimum calibration point
and the on/off switch, if fitted, should be checked with a
meter.
Unless installed in a suitably explosion-protected enclorure,
a solid-state temperature controller should be sited outside



6.3 Installation of thermal in$Ulati:l"l
6.3.1 Thermal insu lation should bt applied to all sections
of the plpework system, Induding "'"anges,valves, bends,
T-junctions, etc. If expansion beHO't'.sare installed in the
system, provision should be made to insulate these In such a
manner that it does not impair the vermal efficiency of
the ESH system, for example by ha~ jackets fitted with an
insulated running sleeve.
Preformed sections should be checked for diameter to
ensure that they will adequately co-.e!' the plpework and
the ESH system. Oversized sections ':""lay be required to
compensate for the thickness of the ESH device,
particularly if heavy-duty cables are indicated on small-
diameter pipework. Gaps at the joirts between the sections
should be filled with loose material or thin sections.
The thermal insulation should be a::I"ed in such a manner
that no gaps occur between individual sections of thermal
insulation. The recommended techr'cue for installing
preformed sections of pipe lagging;'; that the division
between the two sections should occur in the horizontal
plane and not the vertical plane. If two concentric layers of
insulation are specified, the joints 5'1ould be staggered.
NOTE. Non-metallic materials are prefe-red for fhdng sectlons.
but if wire Is used care has to be ta <el" .:~ :0 fix at or near the
joint between adjacent sections.

6.3.2 Where there is a possibility of small leaks occurring
in a pipework system, e.g. at flanges. pumps or valves,
provision should be made to ensure that any leaking
material can drain from outlets prO'o'idedat the lowest point
of the thermal insulation to avoid trie progressive build-up
of liquid.
6A Cladding
6.4.1 Where metal cladding is specified particular care
should be taken to ensure that bare edges of metalwork
cannot come into direct contact with the electric surface
heating device.
Areas of greatest risk are as follows,

(a) FlangBS. Metalwork should be cut back and the
exposed face of the insulation finished with a suitable
non-absorbent compound.
(b) Valves. A preformed insula~ing jacket Is normally
specified that should be overle ..·;;th and carried on the
adjacent pipework cladding.
lc) Bends or tees. Care should be taken not to force the
adjacent straight pipe section of cladding into the bend
with the probable risk of damage to an ESH device.

6.4.2 Bands with rolled-edge interiocking sections are
preferred for fixing, but where it is necessary to drill
through the cladding for the purpcse of riveting or the
fitting of self-tapping screws, it should be ensured that
any drills or screws used are of insufficient length to
penetrate through the thickness of thermal insulation.

any'"': 8zardous area and forn- ::"ether with lntrinsica I •
safe apparatus within the haZG-::ous area, an intrinsicaLy
safe system. (See BS 6346 : Pli': 4.)
6.2.2 Air sensing thermostBu .1.irsensing thermostats
should be sited In the most e)=osed position for the
Installation. For frost protec1:l:n systems a temperature
setting of 6°C Is recommenoe: to allow for thermosta:
tolerance.
NOTE. AJr "nslno 1hermostats do 'tOt relate to surface or heater
temoeretures but may be used to;lf11er with surface temperature
cootToilers.

6.2.3 Process temperature co-::ullers. If additional
temperature controllers are in:icated for process reasons.
the sensors should be surface--:ounted or located in
thermowells sited at suitable oositlons, e.g. above sludge
levels in vessels as indicated j" ::1edesign.
6.2A Other temperatura conrollefl. Where a temperature
controller is fitted as part of a- ESH device, such as a
surface heater unit, the actua. ilrtting necessary should be
found experimentally on site.
6.3 Other equipment. All o~er equipment should be
InstaUed and checked In accor-..ance with the instructions
provided.

6. Thermal insulation
6.1 General
NOTE. The thermal Insulation syr:!llT1is an integral part of an E5H
systr.'n, and design guidance Is glW1 in clause 4 of
as 6361 : Part 2 : 1983.
Installation should comply W-:1 BS 5970 and BS 5422
unless otherwise specified. SP!clfled thermal insulation for
temperatures above 230 °c s-culd be non-combustible as
defined by the test described , BS 476 : Part 4 whilst for
temperatures below 230°C p:rformance P as designated in
BS 476 : Part 6: 1979 as ame'1ded by Amendment No.1
should be applied unless thel: are special circumstances.
It is recommended that each li:Ction of plant to which ESH
has been applied should be InlUlated immediately that
section Is completed and tem.: so that the thermal
Insulation provides mechanica protection for the installed
ESH equipment.
Where weatherproof thermainsulation systems are
involved, or where the pipewcr1<.is installed in a potentially
damp situation, temporary WMther protection should be
provided at the end of each WJrl<lngday.
NOTE. This will avoid the risk Of 1'olnure being trapped In tr.
thermal Insulation beneath Its fiNS Neather-protective coating.

8.2 Preparatory work
6.2.1 Before starting the In>.llatlon of any electric surface
heating system. it is recomnw:ded that site engineering
liaison is established betweer: the ESH Installer and the
thermal Insulation contracto'
6.2.2 Any removal of exlstirq thermal insulation should be
executed In accordance with :urrent statutory and local
regulations before any ESH s.,tem is applied. Responsibility
for cleaning, painting or othe- treatment of exposed
surfaces should be agreed be!lfeen the relevant parties.
6.2.3 The ESH Installer shoud check that the thermal
Insulation Is of the type spec"'ed for the project and is in
accordance with the detailec ESH design.
6.2.4 Installation of thermal 'nsulation should not proceed
until the ESH system or the a::propriate part thereof has
been Inspected and declared satisfactory.
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7. Inspection and testing
7.1 General. Inspection should be carried out at the
following times:

(a) throughout the installation programme; and
(b) as soon as possible after the completion of install-
atron and before the precommissioning test procedure
(see 7.5) is carried out prior to the connection of the
ESH system to the electrical power supply.

NOTE. Correct functional operation dCES not of itself Indicate
compliance with the racommendations ~or the safe ule of apperatus.
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as 6351 : Part 3 : 1983

A system should be establlsh~: :0 recor: :;g results of all
inspections. This record should be pa5Sec ~ the
u$er/occupier of the plant as part of the r,ntem
documentatIon.

7.2 Safety
7.2. 1 Electrical safety

7.2.1.1 Whenever it is necessary to remove cladding and
1hermallnsulatlon, It Is recommended that electrical
supplies to any type of ESH i-.stallatior '- the working area
should first be isolated securer"

7.2.1.2 Work on an ESH instaiation shc,~id be performed
only by personnel, as defined in 3.1, ca~able of taking the
necessary measures to prevent danger. These measures
should normally include secure isolatio-: of the electrical
supplies to the appropriate part of the ESH installation.

7.2.1.3 Before an ESH Installation Is rKOmmlssioned
after repairs to pipelines, vessels, the ESH devices
themselves or thermal Insulation or cladding, the electrical
integrity of the installation should be verified and recorded.

7.2.2 Safety with particular reference to hazardous areas
7.2.2.1 Inspection and testing of the ESH system should be
b accordance with section fo:...rof BS 5245 : Part 1 : 1976
and any other relevant Parts.

Authorization to work on a system the: 's installed In a
hazardous area should be on a 'Permit to work' basis
whenever practicable, with the permit being signed by the
person responsible for ensuring that the area is safe.
7.2.2.2 No apparatus enclosed in a hazardous area should
be opened until it has been disconnected from Its source of
supply and until effective measures such as locking of the
Isolating switch in the open position ha-•.e been taken to
prevent its being made live before reassembly.
Where for purposes of electrical testing or fault finding
it is essential to restore the supply before the apparatus is
reassembled, special dispensation should be authorized by
the Issue of a 'gas-free' certificate.
For testing Intrinsically safe equipment, the requirements
of BS 6346 : Part 4 should be complied with.

7.2.2.3 In a hazardous area, no operation RJch as brazing
or soldering that requires the use of an open flame or other
SOl,lree of Ignition or temperatures greater than those of the
T class of the area as defined in BS 5345 : Part 1 should be
attempted until the area has been made safe and a 'gas-free'
certificate Issued.
7.3 Inspection during installl1ion

7.3.1 Inspection should be carried out at all stages of the
installation programme by an adequately trained supervisor.
The check list given In 7.3.2 to 7.3.17 should prove useful
in identifying possible problems and their causes. If a
problem cannot be resolved by these c';ecks, reference
should be made to the ESH system designer.
7.3.2 If the heating cable or tape unit appears to be of
incorrect length:

(a) pipework may not be in accordar.ce with design;
(b) spiral ratio may have been incorrectly applied;
(c) allowances for fittings may have been incorrectly
applied.

7.3.3 If the surface heater unit appeaTl to be of incorrect
size:

(a)"workpiece may not be in accordance with design;
(b) spiral ratio may have been incorrectly applied.
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7.3.4 ,f the heating cable or ::=e •..r::s twisted:
(a) the heating cable or t1D! unit may have been
h~rrectly applied.

7.3.5 If the heating cable or 2?e unit is without uniform
spire: :

(a) the heating cable or WE unit may have been
ir,correctlyapplied;
(b)-variable pitch may hIM been specified for different
c'ameters;
(C) variable pitch may hill = ceen specified for Increa~ed
heat input at fittings;
(c) the spiral may have be:!1 reversed either side of
f:ttings for ease of rem ova•.

7.3.6 If the ESH device Is rc<: j!'1 good contact with the
workpiece:

(a) It may have been inad!quately fixed;
(::l) too long an interval may have elapsed before fitting
the thermal insulation;
(el 'wind' stretch may h8\': occurred;
(0) an air gap may have be=n indicated in the design.

7.3,7 if the ESH device is d::""1aged:
la, incorrect fixing mater..als may have been used;
(b) fixings may be overtlgt1t;
(c there may have been .'"rd damage;
(d) there may have been mechanical damage
(e.g. from pipe supports C' cladding);
(e) vandalism is a possibiLty.

7.3.8 If the cold lead appears to be of incorrect length:
(a) the junction box may have been mounted
incorrectly;
(b) the ESH device may have been incorrectly applied.

7.3.9 If there is excess cold lead outside the thermal
ins;.llation: - .

(a) the ESH device may have been incorrectly applied;
(bl joint between cold leed and heating conductor may
have been strained;
(c) there may have been mechanical damage;
(dl vandalism is a possibility.

7.3.10 If the junction box Pds are missing or loose:
(a) circuit may be In proc:sss of being installed or
checked;
(b) negligence is a possibl:ty;
(e) vandalism Is a posslbiity.

7.3.11 If the thermostat capi!lary is mounted on the
work.piece:

(a) it may have been incorrectly installed;
ib) may have been speci-Fi€din the design to provide
mechanical protection.

7.3.12 If the temperature controller does not operate
when the adjustment spindle is rotated:

'3) it may have been incorrectly calibrated;
(b) the minimum calibration may be above the
prevailing condition;
(c) capillary or sensor may have been damaged;
(d) instrument failure ma-ybe indicated;
{el vandalism is a possib:nty.



7.3,13 17 the ES- device appears to be open c:rcu it:
(a) there may be no connection to terminal block;
(b) there may t~ a faulty joint;
(c) thete may rave been mechanical damage;
(d) vandalism !s a pO$$ibitity.

7.3.14 If the ESH device appears to have a short circuit:
(a) thete may r.ave been Incorrect site fabrication of
parallel-clrcult ESH device by connecting buswires
together;
(b) there may r.ave been mechanical damage;
(c) vandalism:'; a possibility.

7.3.16 If the ESH device resistance appears to be
Incorrect:

(a) incorrect ESH device may have been used;
(b) It may be I pennitted site modification;
(c) a repair mll'( have been Incorrectly carried out;
(d) there may have been mechanical damage;
(e) vandalism is a possibility.

7.3.16 If the cirC'.Jit resistance appears to be incorrect:
(a) the Interwiring may have been Incorrectly
carried out;
(b) the ESH device may have been Incorrectly connected;
(c) It may be : permitted site modification;
(d) circuit Ide::tification may be incorrect;
(e) there may have been mechanical damage;
(f) vandalism is a possibility.

7.3.17 If the insulation resistance appears to be too low:
(a) there may have been mechanical damage;
(b) there may be residual dampness;
(c) there may be water penetration into joints;
(d) there may be water penetration into junction
boxes, etc.;
(e) there may be faulty interwlring or equipment.

7.4 Inspection on completion of installation. Inspection of
the completed Installation should be carried out prior to
the precommlssionlng test procedure (see 7.6) by a person
appointed for the purpose.
The following points should be checked.

(a) Drawings should be available showing the as-installed
conf'lgUratlon of the heating system.
(b) All components of the system should be as Indicated
by the design and should bear the correct circuit
references.
(cl Any equbment installed within a hazardous area
should be sur:able for the area classification.
(d) Line Identlflcation labels if required should be In
position and in good order.
(e) Junction box lids and other covers should be secure
and water should not have Ingressed.
(f) Supply and interwiring cables should be correct and
In good order.
(g) Any temperature sensors should be correctly and
securely positioned.
(h) Any temperature settings should be correct.
(I) There should be no unauthorized modifications.
NOTE. For hazardous areas any change to certified apparatus
may Invalidate the certificate.

(J) Electrical protection should be In accordance with
the design.

• Available from the Instiwtion of Electrical EngineeT$, Savoy Piece, London WC2
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(kl T"'~-li1sulation and cladd-g should be intact
throu9~:l. t and, where requ ired oy design, should be
sealed a;ar.st the ingress of water.
(I) Dra,· 10ies should be provided at points where
leakage -ay occur.

7.5 Preconmissioning test
7.6.1 Ger.=ni. Before any part of an ESH system is
energized bt· connection to the electrical power supply,
the test procedure given in 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 should be
carried 01.:: :rd the results recorded ~spart of the system
documenrr.:cn.
Part of th: ::SH system may be witnin a hazardous area
that is no: ;as-free'. If this is so, any testing should be in
accordance with the conditions recommended in 7.2.2.

7.5.2 Con:.ctor and insulation resistance. The conductor
resistance r:' each ESH device and the insulation resistance
to earth s\x>(.ldbe measured in accordance with, and have
the values ;j',en in, 4.1.4.
Test volta!;;eSshould be such that no damage is caused to
any comp:rent of the system.
If long her.ing cable or tape units Of surface heater units
are not cc-rected to the supply circuit Immediately after
completic,- ;f insu latlon resistance tests, the heating
conducnn snould be solidly connected to earth to avoid
any build-_,= in potential.

7.5.3 Ear:-: loop impedance. Earth loop impedance
measuren::""-:s should be made as described in the latest
edition of:1e lEE Re'gulations for Electricallnstallations*.
Earth loop impedance measurement should be carried out
at a currert of at least 16 A. Neutral-earth loop Impedance
tests shou~ be used except with protective multiple
earthing S">>tems.
7.6 CornrmsIioning test procedure. After inspection and
the precorr rnissionlng test procedure have been carried out,
the ESH !',r.em should be connected to the electrical power
supply. A: this time, tests should be carried out on all
residual CUl'Tentcircuit breakers as described In the latest
edition of ~e lEE Regulations for Electrical Installations.
Readings of all ammeters, if fitted, should be noted at the
time of ir-::al energization of the circuits and again when
the readb;s have stabilized.
All results should be recorded to form part of the system
documerrt3tion.
A certlflCrtFJof completion should be issuedon
commissicning, making reference to this standard.

8. ModifICations
8.1 Genenl. Following any modification of the ESH
system, :':r example arising from plant or process changes,
those pa-:s of the installation that have been disturbed
should be checked in accordance with clause 7.
The moo'fication should be recorded in the system
documetr.ation.
8.2 H8ZIrdous areas. If at any time there Is a change in a
hazardous area classification or in the characteristics of any
flammab'e material present in the area, a check should be
made to ensure that the ESH system meets the changed
requirements. if an apparatus is moved from one location
to anotTm-, a check should be made to ensure that it·ls
suitable 10( use In the new location. All changes should be
recorded in the system documentllt/on.



9. Maintenance
9.1 Genef'lf. 't is recommended that the inspection
schedule g~,~r.~.,7.4 should be carried out at intervals not
exceeding two years. More frequent and/or more detailed
inspection may be necessary in corrosive or other hostile
environments or where there is a high risk of mechanical
damage. T!'ler,eedfor more frequent inspection should be
determined by operational experience and by consultation
with the user!occupler of the plant.
Malntenanc~ of switchgear associated with electric surface
heating Isfully covered by BS 6405 and the
recommendatjoos therein should be followed.
All maintenance activities should be recorded in the system
document8tion.
9.2 Safety. The recommendations made in 7.2 should be
followed and. for hazardous areas, reference should be
made to the relevant parts of as 5345.
9.3 Fault location. Specialized methods of fault location
are necessary to find faults in ESHsystems covered by
thermal in.o:ulationand metallic cladding and advice should
be sought from the ESH system designer.
A brief outline of the steps that may be necessary is
given below.

(a) The exact layout of the ESH system should be
determi.,ed from the system documentation.
If this proves inadequate, an 'induction' instrument
operatir'9 at approximately 1000 Hz should be used to
inject a signalinto the ESH device and the route of the
device followed by the audible signal obtained from the
Instrument.
(b) The type of fault should be determined, e.g. open
circuit or leakageto earth.
(c) If there is an open circuit or low resistance to earth
of less than say 500 n,a pulse echo or reflection
Instrument can be used with a considerable degree of
success. Other faults should be traced using a bridge-type
Instrument employing a 'Murray loop test' or variation
thereof.

9.4 Fault rectification. Havinglocated the fault,
the defective e«nponent should be replaced or repaired in
accordance with clause 10. Those parts of the installation
that have beendisturbed should be checked in accordance
with clause 7.

10. Repairs
10.1 Genenl
NOTE. Whl!Oa fault occurs in an ESH system It Is necessary first to
determine t±1E ca'Jse. Most faults are caused by mechanical damage.
corrosion, ovemeetlng or ingress of moisture.

Only when the cause has been eliminated should the
defects be rectified by site repair or replacement. Site repair
should be carried out only If the following conditions are
satisfied.

(a) The repaired component will perform its designated
function without undue change in electrical
characteristic.
(b) Designand construction characteristics of the
component are maintained, e.g. mechanical strength
and water resistance.
(c) A method of repair Is recommended by the ESH
system designerand any special materials and tools are
specified by him.
(d) No localhazard will be created In carrying out the
repair.
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(e) It does -~t 'r l:;date the certificate f~ certified
apparatus. Any repairs to certified apparatus used in
hazardous .~eass·vuld be strictly In accordance with
any specific instn.ctions incorporated In tt.e certificate
schedule; tre ES~ system designer should be consulted.

Where the abCl'feconditions cannot be met, a replaoement
component should be fitted.
10.2 Safety. The ~idance given in 7.2 should be followed
and, for haza--:lousa~as, reference should be made to the
relevant part!: f as :345.
10.3 Practicability of repair of ESH devices
10.3.1 Mecha,'1ical carnage
NOTE. If the detice hIlSnot been previously energized and
mechanical demage hllf nlSUlted in breakdown In electrical
insulation, seve-:-d cor';1Jctors or ingrass of moistu~, repair should
normally be pol:lible.

If the fault is ~oundonly after electrical connection and the
damage is cornned :0 a small area. visual inspection of the
heating unit for 1m on either side of the fault should be
carried out to showwhether the electrical insulation Is
affected othe' than at the point of mechanica: damage.
10.3.2 Damt196 due to corrosion
NOTE. Where: '~akdc ,.,~ results from corrosive ae: :)0 and the
damage is IImitliO to a =all area, a repair should ncr.mally be
possible.

If the ESH d:, ice r.:s been damaged at more :han one point
or the damaged area; s extensive, the ESH d€'. ice should be
replaced.
If the cause of corrosion cannot be removed, the device
should be replaced bot one capable of withstanding the
corrosive effects, or be re-routed.
10.3.3 Dam&;e due to overheating. Repairs should be
carried out o"1iy when damage Is limited to a small area.
If a system designfault Is suspected, the ESH system
designer shod:! be consulted.
10.4 Repair tIlChniquesfor ESH devices
10.4.1 General
NOTE. TechniOlJes en:>loyed In the repair of ESH ::levices will vary
with the type cl device and Its manufacturer. It Is therafore
outside the 6CO?8 of 11Iisstandard to detail actual methods.
Generally the r~air of an ESH devIce will take the form of an
in-line splice or a series connection via a junction box.

General procedures that should be adopted are given
in 10.4.2 and 10.4.3. However, only those methods
recommended by the manufacturer should be adopted and
only materials or tools recommended by the manufacturer
should be used.
10.4.2 In-lim! splu The removal of a damaged section of
heating conci:..ctorst10uldnot alter the resistance of the
ESHdevice to a va;uediffering by more than 6 % from Its
original designvalue. If an in-line splice Is to operate at
elevated tem;Jeratu~s, care should be taken to ensure that
the repaired joint \It'illnot be subjected to stresses in
operation, e.g. by providing an expansion loop on either
side of the joint The section 150 mm on either side of the
joint should not be bent when re-applied to the workpiece
and good cortect ~ould be ensured.
10.4.3 Series connectIon via junction box. The repair
should not atter the resistance of the ESH device to a value
differing by more than 5 % from its original design value.
Where cold leadsare applied to the ends of the severed
heating conductors, the ESH device and repair joints should
be firmly reaffixed to the workpiece to ensure good
contact. Fitting of cold leads and terminations Into the
Junction box should be In accordance with 4.1.3.



JB Indicates a junction box
TB Indicates a terminal box
TC Indicates a temperature controlle'
Ie indicates an indicating controller
TI indicates a temperature indicator
IW Indicates interwlrlng
CW indicates control wiring
SC indicates supply cable

(b) The next two places Indicate the location or grouping
of components, e.g.:

SC01 indicates the supply cable for CiiC-lit1 from
mil!nSisolator to first termInal box
TC06/4 Indicates a temperature controller on
circuit 6 subsection 4
ED 23/ indicates an ESH device formingcircuit 23

A legend identifying me code should be availableat the
mains isolator and shou ld be recorded In the system
documentation.
11.3 labelling over thennallnsulatlon
11.3.1 Most ESH systems include thermal ir.sulationand
labels should be attached to the cladding to identify the
circuit beneath. Location markers should be provided for
any component that ;5 concealed by therma ·,sulation.
NOTE. certain installations conveying fluids In Ii~id or gaseous
condition Incorporate pipeline marking systems In ICCOrdance with
BS 1710. The user me" •••.ish to epply such merk!"~ !o the
cladding of the ESH system.

11.3.2 Warning labels should be affixed to me cladding of
thermal Insulation at regular intervals to ind:cate the
presence of concealed ESH equipment.
These labels should be not less than 90 mm x 66 mm Insize
and fixed at intervals not exceeding 6 m so that they are
clearly visible from a normal standing posit:on.
The name, trademark or other descriptive markingby which
the organization responsible for the ESH system may be
identified should appear on these labels. The markingand
fiXingshould be of sufficient durability for outdoor
exposure.
It is recommended that the words Caution and Damage
be emphasized and the symbol for dangerous voltage (~l
be used. The word Danger should not appear.
11.4 Directive labels. Unless otherwise provided, engraved
metal or plastics labels should be securely fixed to all
equipment that requires a specific action to be taken,
e.g. control panels should be marked 'Isolate elsewhere
before opening'.

NOTE. For outdoor use, support brackets should exit below ~Of'lzontel centrellne to prevent
'wicklng', I.e. lnOJctlon of moisture.

Figure 1. Mounting of junction boxes on plpework

10.6 Earthln~ Where ESH devices are earthed by meE";
of a metal braid, metal sheath or foil screen, the integr.:,
and continui,v of the earth should not be impaired by t"e
repair.
10.6 Testing
10.6.1 The repaired ESH device should be subjected to
the tests described In 10.6.2 to 10.6.5 before reinstalla::on.
10.6.2 An ESH deYlce having a high degree of water
resistance, as indicated In the grade by the first
characteristic numeral 2*, should have the repaired sec: ~r,
Immersed in water for 1 h after which the insulation
resistance of the ESH device should be measured by means
of a d.c. voltage within the range 80 V to 600 V.
The Insulation resistance should be not less than
0.1 MfHm.
10.6.3 An ESH device having a medium degree of water
resistance, as indicated In the grade by the first
characteristic numeral 1*, should have the repaired sec::on
wetted by means of 8 sponge or cloth and then be
subjected to the test described In 10.6.2 above.
10.6.4 An ESH device having a low degree of water
resistance, as Indicated In the grade by the first
characterist:c numera! 0*, shOUldbe subjected to the t;~
desorlbed In 10.6.2 above, without wetting the repaireo
Joints.
10.6.6 Befo~e recon;lectlon to the electrical power sup~>y,
the tests described In 4.1A should be carried out.

11. Labelling and identification
11.1 General. Apart from the labelling specified for ESH
devices In 9.2 and clause 16 of BS 6361 : Part 1 : 1983,
It Is desirable that all components of an ESHsystem can be
Identified both individually and as a part of a complete
system or circuit. The method of marking should comply
with 9.3 of BS 6361 : Part 1 : 1983.
11.2 Identification of system components
11.2.1 each means of disconnection and each service,
feeder or branch circuit at the point where it originates
should be legibly and durably marked to indicate its
purpose.
11.2.2 A recommended basis for a sequential alphanumeric
Identification system uses a combination of letters and
numbers as follows.

(a) The first two places Indicate the purpose of the
component, e.g.:

ED Indicates an eSH device

MountIng plate spaced away
from pipe by thickness of
thermal Insulation
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Double trace on short brench line (not pe.-.-:-::ed If
an unbalanced thermal effect results or i' s.race
contact is lost)

\
Bridgi-; strip
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~ Small dia •• '.r pip"

Matrix of heItIng element applied
to both aides of flttl ng
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Public<::ions referred to
as 476 =:re tests on buiid,ng materiao.s and structures

i'1Irt4 Non<ombustlblllty tes'l for materials
~art 5 Method of tll5t for Ign '-::ability

as 171 C dentification of pipelines
as 4683 Electrical apparatus for exploslve atmosphar~
as 6345 Code of practice for the selec-..kIn, Installation and maintenance of electTlca apparatus for use in potentially explosive

lItmospheres (other than mln~ applications' or axploslve processing and rranufacturel
i'art 1 Basic requirements fo' 811 pert. of the code
?art 4 Installatloo and malntEnanca requirements for electrical epparallJs lOI":t1 type of protection 'i', Intrinsically safe
Ipparatus and systems

as 6405 Code of practice for the mai~nance of alectrical swltchgaar for voltages u: to and including 146 kV
as 642C Specification for degrees of p -otection of enclosures of switchgear and cO-::--:lgear for voltages up to and inc uding 1000 V a.c.

and 1200 V d.c.
as 6422 Specification for the use of thermal insulating materials
as 6490 Specification for degrees of protection provided by enclosures
as 660~ Electrical apperatus for pote""1:ially axploslve atmospheres
as 6970 Code of prectlce for thermal insulation of plpework and equipment (in the :amperature range of -100 °e to +8700e)
as 6351 ElectrIc surface heating

~art 1 Specification for elect'.~ surface heating devices
?art 2 Guide to the design of electric surface heating systems

CP 1013 earthing
lEE Reg.Jatlons for Electrical Installat;ons
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